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Item 2.1 FINANCIAL OUTTURN AND PROJECT PERFORMANCE  2011 - 2012 

 

1.  Purpose of the Report 
 
1.1  This report informs members of the Authority of the overall outturn against budget, 

and project performance for 2011/12, including additional resources available as a 
result of the outturn.  

2.  Recommendations 

2.1 The Authority is recommended to note the contents of the report. 

 

3.  Implications 

 
3.1 Financial 
 The 2011/12 outturn has provided an additional £190,100 of unallocated resources 

which will return to general reserves. This is reflected in the 2012/13 to 2014/15 
Medium Term Budget Plan Update report (Item 6 on this Agenda), along with the 
proposed carry forwards of £303,800 for Authority approval.  

3.2 Equality 
There are no equality implications in this report.  

4. Budget Outturn 2011/12 in Summary 
 
4.1  A detailed report has been received and considered by the Leadership Team. The 

year end financial position is summarised as follows: 

 £ 000s 

Revenue Account underspend / additional income recovery at end of 
2011/12 

594.2 

 Less forecast underspend at quarter 3, included in medium 
term budget plan assumptions 

(100.0) 

 Less proposed budget carry forwards (303.8) 

Additional Unallocated Resources 190.4 

 
4.2  The overall position was additional resources to return to general reserves of 

£190,400 or 4.5% of budget expenditure.  

4.3  The £190,400 taken together with the £100,000 of forecast underspend included as a 
planning assumption when setting the medium term budget plan 2012/13 – 2014/15 
gives a total variance to budget after carry forwards of £290,400. This can be 
attributed to a number of factors, the key elements are set out below:  

 £65,000 due to further efficiencies over and above the budget cut estimates; 

 £21,100 additional income to budget (mainly speculative and bank interest);  

 £18,400 of underspend due to external factors (such as the cessation of 
mapping charges and reductions in audit fees via the Audit Commission); 

 £52,400 business plan funds not required in light of reduced Officer capacity; 

 £90,100 projects. Significant variances in this area include: £45,000 one off 
return of Sustainable Development Funds; £11,400 underspend on the 
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Audience Engagement project; £14,100 underspend on action areas; and 
£12,500 not required for Rural Broadband due to the project it complemented 
not receiving approval from Leader. 

 £48,000 (overspend) from under-recovery against budget of Car Park income 
£12,500 and Visitor Centre trading £12,300 (see appendices 3 and 4 for further 
detail) and the under-recovery of rental income targets £23,200 (£20,000 of 
which relates to the delay in part leasing Eastburn). 

 Balance of £91,400 against core budgets due to general capacity and demand 
issues.  

4.4  A breakdown of income and expenditure per service area is included at Appendix 1, 
along with comparative figures from 2010/11 for information.  

4.5  Key financial results, including 5 year comparatives are included in table and graph 
form at Appendix 2 to this report for information. 

4.6  The Authority’s auditors require that trading accounts are produced for two specific 
activities where greater analysis on an annual basis is a valuable management 
exercises. Car park and visitor centre trading reports are attached as Appendices 3 
and 4 to this report.  

4.7  The proposed budget carry forwards of £303,800 are detailed in Item 6 on this Agenda 
– 2012/13 to 2014/15 Medium Term Budget Plan Update report  

5. Capital – Coquetdale Centre roof replacement and installation of Solar 

Photovoltaics. 

5.1  The Authority agreed a budget of £110,000 to fund the above named capital project at 
their meeting in December 2011. £34,300 of this was to be met by applying the 
remaining balance of capital receipts available.  

5.2  The project is now completed with costs of £115,900 attributable to the 2011/12 
accounts, resulting in a 2011/12 overspend of £5,900. This can be offset against 
underspend on the repair and maintenance related budgets. An adjustment has been 
posted to apply the balance of capital receipts.  

5.3  The total cost over the two financial years is estimated at £135,600, a total overspend 
against budget over both years of £25,600.  

5.4  The key reasons are: 
 

Omitting to build contingency and additional project consultants fees 
required into the original budget 

£11,400 

Additional items approved by Leadership Team. Installation of energy 
saving LED lighting to the first floor and measures to ensure the Solar 
Photovoltaics were connected to the national grid, in time to obtain the 
higher rate of feed-in tariff*  (£7,600 to be carried forward see Item 6 on 
this agenda) 

£11,600 

Decoration £1,000 

Other net variations to contract (reductions and additions) £1,600 

Total  £25,600 

* additional costs arose due the decision to connect the Photovoltaic panel twice, once 
before the roof was completed, in order to obtain the higher feed-in tariff rate. Has this 
not been done, the estimated payback period for the investment would have doubled. 
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5.5  The decoration and other net variations would have generally been scheduled and 

paid for out of the repair and maintenance budgets in the next 12 to 24 months.  
However, the opportunity was taken to complete the work while the staff were 
displaced, ensuring minimal further disturbance.  

5.6  As stated in paragraph 5.2 the overspend in 2011/12 has been absorbed by 
underspends in year, but a budget of £19,700 will be require for costs attributable to 
2012/13. This will be included in the 2012/13 to 2014/15 Medium Term Budget Plan 
Update report (Item 6 on this Agenda), to obtain member approval for the carry 
forward of £7,600 and for members to note the vehement of £12,100 to cover this.  

6. Treasury Management Performance 

6.1 Investment of surplus funds in 2011/12 followed the method set out in the Authority’s 
Treasury Management Policy and Practices. An assessment of cash-flow is made to 
determine what funds are not immediately required. These “surplus” funds are 
invested in order to earn interest. 

6.2 The 2011/12 Strategy informed members the opportunity had been taken to invest 
fund with NatWest as follows: 

 £1 million in a 12 month fixed rate bond earning 2.5% 

 £0.5 million in a 6 month (90 days notice) bond earning 1.51%  

 Further surplus funds in an on-demand deposit account earning 1.26% 
 
6.3 On the maturity of the 6 month deposit in November 2011, the opportunity was taken 

to invest £300,000 for a further 6 months, with NatWest at a rate of interest of 1.8%. 
 
6.4 Bank interest received in 2011/12 was £40,300 and was earned from each source as 

follows: 
 

Source  Interest attributable 
to 2011/12 

£ 

12 month fixed rate bond @ 2.5% 22,900 

6 month deposit @ 1.51% (matured) 4,000 

6 month deposit @ 1.8% 1,800 

On demand deposit account @ 1.26% 10,500 

12 month fixed rate bond with Barclays Plc @ 1.85% 
(matured 15/4/11) 

600 

From Barclays Plc for amounts in the current account  500 

Total £40,300 

 
6.5 The budget for 2011/12 was £30,000 and was thus over-achieved by 34%.  
 
6.6 The Treasury Management and Investment Strategy 2012/13 is reported separately at 

Item 7 on this Agenda 
 

7. Project Performance 

7.1 Overall project performance has been mixed during what has been a year of 
significant change for the Authority. 
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7.2 There was strong delivery on several projects: 

 The Sill Many years of work to develop the concept and business case for The Sill 
culminated in a round 1 Heritage Lottery Fund bid in November 2011.  We have 
recently received the good news that our bid was successful releasing a £399,000 
development grant for the Authority and its partners to progress the development 
phase of the project; 
 

 Heritage at Risk The project has successfully engaged 27 volunteers to survey 
and maintain scheduled monuments.  92 of the National Parks 424 monuments 
were surveyed in the year with 38 improving in condition and 4 declining in 
condition.  The project has removed 22 monuments from the ‘at risk’ register and 
made a significant contribution to our Business Plan target; 

 

 Cheviot Futures The project has seen strong practical delivery with 8 farms 
developing climate resilience plans, the completion of the lake at Linhope for use 
in fighting wildfires, weather monitoring equipment installed, and flood alleviation 
measures such as tree planting on river banks and in-river protection completed; 

7.3 However, there was less than expected progress on several other projects: 

 Climate change mitigation projects The ‘Low Carbon Framework’ project produced 
a report on the potential improvements to properties and for renewable power 
generation for an off-grid community.  The ‘Plugged in Places’ project established 
the charging post infrastructure for electric vehicles around the National Park.  
Both projects substantially delivered their outputs in 2011/12 without spending 
their full budgets.  The opportunity to use the ‘Plugged in Places’ under-spend to 
over-deliver in 2011/12 has not been realised as staffing resource was not 
available and these funds have now been returned to reserves. The unused ‘Low 
Carbon Framework’ income is included as a carry forward, as there is scope to 
join up with similar external funding streams to employ staff resource. The ‘Low 
Carbon Homes’ project supports residents to insulate their homes.  At least 45 
homes have been improved but to date this has principally been covered by 
government funds with only limited requirements on the project budget. The 
underspend in year was £27,300 with a reduced carry forward of £15,000 to add 
to the 2012/13 budget allocation to complete the project; 

 Audience Engagement The project has had to amend its targets to match the 
available resources for delivery meaning that some targets have been 
reduced/removed and budget returned to reserves;  

 Sustainable Development Fund and Action Area funds After a very slow start to 
the year activity picked up and the Authority has helped to develop and allocate 
funds to a large number of projects.  However, translating these allocations into 
commitments and spend has been difficult with the wider economic climate and 
difficulties in securing match funding cited as the principle reason. 

 

8. Conclusion  

8.1 The key factors underlying the 2011/12 financial performance are: 

 The general economic downturn affecting the Authority’s ability to raise income 
and also impacting on the pension fund deficit; 

 The realisation of further efficiencies, over and above the targets set in year one 
of the cuts action plan; 
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 The slow movement in turning Sustainable Development Fund commitments into 
spend, often due to a delay in successful applicants gaining match funding. 

 The reduction in staff capacity impacting on project and programme delivery and 
therefore budget results. 

8.2 In overall terms the Authority has reacted effectively to achieve the savings required 
by the reduction in core grant from Defra. The lack of alternative sources of income 
and few capital assets to draw income from does make Northumberland very 
susceptible to changes in core government funding. 

8.3 The Authority has learnt much about our ability to deliver with our remaining staff and 
prioritised resources over the last year and has made adjustments to the Corporate 
Plan for 2012/13 to reflect this.  

8.4 The Medium Term Budget Plan 2012/13 – 2014/15 has also been amended, with carry 
forward of budgets reduced, in order to set realistic and achievable budget targets. 
However, we are still at an early stage in terms of delivering in a much changed 
organisation and the impact of the reduction in staff capacity will need to be closely 
monitored.  

Contact Officer: 
For further information contact Hazel Fitzsimmons, Finance Manager on 01434 
611504 or e-mail: hazel.fitzsimmons@nnpa.org.uk 
 

Background papers  
None 
 
 

  

mailto:hazel.fitzsimmons@nnpa.org.uk
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Breakdown of Income and Expenditure for 2011/12 
 

2011/12 Employee 
Expenses 

£ 

Service 
Expenses 

£ 

Total 

Expenditure 

£ 

Sales, Fees 
and Charges 

£ 

Grants 
 

£ 

Total 

Income 

£ 

Net 

Expenditure 

£ 

Conservation of the Natural Environment 157,528 35,048 192,576 (8,500) (12,904) (21,404) 171,172 

Conservation of the Cultural Heritage 44,585 23,268 67,853 (300) (36,605) (36,905) 30,948 

Recreation Management and Transport 41,466 93,300 134,766 (132,405) (13,973) (146,378) (11,612) 

Promoting Understanding 356,457 222,949 579,406 (60,167) (1,234) (61,401) 518,005 

Rangers, Estates and Volunteers 300,221 54,035 354,256 (5,046) (6,345) (11,391) 342,865 

Development Control 89,928 35,378 125,306 (13,955) 0 (13,955) 111,351 

Forward Planning and Communities 311,808 264,502 576,310 0 (217,655) (217,655) 358,655 

Management and Administration 977,202 399,879 1,377,081 (50,285) (145,161) (195,446) 1,181,635 

National Park Grant - - - - (3,133,337) (3,133,337) (3,133,337) 

Total 2,279,195 1,128,359 3,407,554 (270,658) (3,567,214) (3,837,872) (430,318) 
 
Note: “Modernisation Fund income” towards redundancy costs (net of savings incurred) of £181,500 is included in the grants column. 

 

2010/11 Comparatives Employee 
Expenses 

£ 

Service 
Expenses 

£ 

Total 

Expenditure 

£ 

Sales, Fees 
and Charges 

£ 

Grants 
 

£ 

Total 

Income 

£ 

Net 

Expenditure 

£ 

Conservation of the Natural Environment 430,310 72,569 502,879 (16,187) (152,562) (168,749) 334,130 

Conservation of the Cultural Heritage 358,872 56,963 415,835 (4,859) (160,086) (164,945) 250,890 

Recreation Management and Transport 122,948 123,149 246,097 (160,301) (36,785) (197,086) 49,011 

Promoting Understanding 399,705 186,525 586,230 (72,678) (2,000) (74,678) 511,552 

Rangers, Estates and Volunteers 452,424 37,634 490,058 (25) 0 (25) 490,033 

Development Control 78,585 22,939 101,524 (15,530) 0 (15,530) 85,994 

Forward Planning and Communities 175,062 376,754 551,816 0 (425,927) (425,927) 125,889 

Management and Administration 1,110,022 510,864 1,620,886 (30,625) (16,682) (47,307) 1,573,579 

National Park Grant - - - - (3,111,334) (3,111,334) (3,111,334) 

Total 3,127,928 1,387,397 4,515,325 (300,205) (3,905,376) (4,205,581) 309,744 
 
Note: Redundancy costs of £389,300 are included in the employee expenses column. 
 

General points on comparison between years. (1)The employee cost chargeable against each area was reviewed for 2011/12 due to the restructure, 
this is particularly notable on Forward Planning and Communities. (2)There were increased charges in 2011/12 against Management and Admin of 
£128,000 due to the introduction of the fixed element of historic pension debt, previously this element was incorporated into individual staffs employers 
contribution. (3)In 2011/12, 3 of the 5 redundancies from the Management and Admin section, did not leave the Authority until the 31/03/12. 
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Key Financial Results 2011/12 (including 5 year comparatives) 

Key Financials 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12

Gross Income £4.01m £4.24m £5.32m £4.23m £3.84m

Gross Expenditure £4.08m £4.37m £4.09m £4.43m £3.31m

Defra Grant (including SDF) £3.16m £3.32m £3.38m £3.33m £3.13m

Expenditure on Salaries (salaries, national insurance and pensions) £2.27m £2.41m £2.43m £2.49m £2.06m

Expenditure on Salaries of which National Insurance and Pensions 1 £0.43m £0.52m £0.51m £0.5m £0.45m

Generated Income £0.85m £0.92m £1.94m £0.9m £0.71m

Total number of FTE posts on establishment as at start of Year 81.1 81.7 82.7 87.7 63.7

Total Reserves held £1.71m £-0.72m £-0.9m £0.72m £0.37m

Total Reserves held as General Reserves £0.79m £0.66m £1.73m £1.42m £1.83m

Total Reserves accounted for by Pension Deficit £1.55m £3.66m £4.93m £2.91m £3.67m

Net Book Value of Land and Buildings £2.32m £2.23m £2.33m £2.23m £2.24m  
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Gross Income The gross income in 2011/12 has fallen by 
£390,000 or 10.2%

£178,000 (46%) being the drop in National 
Park Grant/ Sustainable Development 
Fund income.

Other factors being a decrease in external 
grants of £338,000 due to some large 
projects ending in 2010/11 (TBTS and 
Upland Farming) and the cessation of ring 
fenced grant for SDF. Note one off grant of 
£181,000 was received to offset 
redundancy costs .  
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Gross Expenditure Please note gross expenditure  will not 
match the gross expenditure in the 
Statement of Accounts due to non cash 
adjustments such as depreciations and 
pension adjustments. 

The expenditure increases significantly in 
2010/11 due the recognition of a £389,000 
provision for restructuring.  If this is 
stripped out the expenditure figure would 
read £4.04m.  Against the £4.04m 
expenditure has dropped by £630,000 in 
2011/12.
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Source of Income

Defra Grant (Inc SDF) Generated Income

Generated income shows an exceptional 
amount in 2009/10 due to the planning 
windfall grant. Exluding this generated 
income in 2009/10 would have been 
£1.07m.

2011/12 generated income has fallen by 
£190,000 overall. £157,000 is the net result 
of the fall in grant income/ one off 
modernisation fund for redundancy costs 
(discussed in the gross income graph 
commentary).  In addition car park and 
visitor trading income is down by £20,000 
to the income raised in 2010/11.
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Change in General Fund Balances
General fund balance increased by 
£430,000.  Due to the budget strategy to 
reduce costs early in the budget plan, to 
create an ongoing balanced budget. In 
addition cuts targets were exceeded 
during the financial year.  (More detail 
in the body of the report).
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Total Reserves Total reserves have decreased. This is due 
to the increase in pension liability on the 
Balance Sheet, offset by the increase in 
general fund .  
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Pension Deficit
The total Pension deficit has increased 
by £760,000 or 21%  as per the results 
for the 2011/12  financial year. 

The results are prepared by  Aon 
Hewitt, allowing for the required 
adjustments to the Financial 
Statements in the Annual Accounts and 
the related disclosures. 
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2011/12 CAR PARK INCOME REPORT 
 

 

1. Background 
 

A system for the collection of income from Authority car parks has been in place since 
1996.  Currently car parking charges are levied from users of six car parks along 
Hadrian’s Wall and following consultation with Alwinton Parish Council car park charges 
were introduced in 2007 to the car park managed and operated by the Authority in 
Alwinton village to supplement running and maintenance cost.   
 
The income from the car parks follows a seasonal trend, as may be expected, with the 
summer months being peak periods.   Weather conditions, especially during peak 
periods such as Bank Holidays and school holidays, have a major influence on income, 
both positive and negative. 

 
Commission is paid to the National Trust based on 12.5% gross income from 
Housesteads, Steel Rigg, Once Brewed and Cawfields in accordance with covenant 
and lease agreements.  Maintenance of car park machines and money collection for the 
Hadrian’s Wall car parks is undertaken by the Authority’s Rangers.  Regular collection 
and ticket replacement is undertaken by the Authority-employed cleaner at Alwinton.    

 

2. Charges   
 

Car park charges on Hadrian’s Wall were reviewed in December 2008 as part of a 
strategic review of the business plan which resulted in the introduction during 2009 of 
an all day ticket and a seven day holiday pass.  It was also decided to increase the 
charge for the annual and three year Hadrian’s Wall Pass at the beginning of the 
2010/11 season. 

 

2011/12 pricing structure  
 

Car Park Charge   
 

Hadrian’s Wall Car Parks 
(Tickets transferrable 
between car parks) 

£3.00 all day 

7 day Holiday Pass £7.00 

Hadrian’s Wall Pass £12.00 annual  
£24.00 3 years 

Alwinton £2.00 all day 
£1.00 up to 2 hrs 

 *Inclusive of Vat 
 
Car park charges were revisited in 2010 as part of the budget-cutting exercise to review 
cost and income related to recreational sites. As an element of the budget savings plan 
an increase in all day tickets from £3.00 to £4.00 is projected for 2013/14.  The 
projection will be revisited in December 2012 to bench mark against external factors 
such as the financial climate and visitor numbers and to decide on critical timing of any 
increase in charges.  If the projected increase to £4.00 is implemented this could 
potentially realise a £30,000 increase in income which would achieve a viable cost 
neutral budget for the “visitor infrastructure” budget.     

For Information 
This report gives an outline of the car park income operation for the financial year 
2011/12 as part of the budget outturn report. 
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3. Non-Compliance 
 

A single, standard charge between all sites has made it easier to monitor any adverse 
impact on incomes from non-compliance.  Data gathered by Voluntary Ranger surveys 
during Spring/Summer 10/11 provided projected figures of an average over all sites on 
Hadrian’s Wall of 5% non compliance per annum.     
 
Following a trial during April and May 2011 an NNPA enforcement scheme administered 
by the rangers was introduced with a target to increase compliance without deterring 
visitors from visiting and staying in the National Park.  During three target periods 
during spring and late summer in total seventy tickets were issued with a return of £183.   
This represents a 87% response to compliance measures.   
 

There is evidence that shows a large percentage of non compliance is from National 
Trust members who believe they do not need to pay at sites that provide access to the 
National Trust estate. The Authority is working closely with our partners at Housesteads 
to ensure members are informed through National Trust publications and on site staff of 
the need to comply to car park charges in the Hadrian’s Wall area. 
   

4. Increasing Parking Capacity 
 
The Authority’s Business Plan identifies that the Authority will seek to maximise income 
from our existing estate and land holdings.  The medium term budget plan identifies 
£38,200 to undertake work to maximise parking space at Housesteads.  This is part of a 
‘spend to save’ plan to maximise car park income with a projected £10,000 per annum 
additional income.   
 
The area identified for development is outside any archaeological scheduled area 
however work to increase parking capacity has been delayed as it is felt that the area 
could be archaeologically sensitive and investigative archaeological surveys are required 
to determine status. Surveys will be completed by June 2012 and if the area is clear of 
archaeological remains and development costs are still within parameters of ‘spend to 
save’ projections work is scheduled for early summer 2012/13.  
   

5. Trading Results 
 
Table 1 £000s £000s £000s £000s £000s £000s £000s £000s 

Revenue Quarter 
1 

Cumulative Quarter  
2 

Cumulative Quarter 
3 

Cumulative Quarter 
4 

Cumulative 

2011/12         
Actual 42.0 42.0 52.7 94.7 15.4 110.1 14.3 124.4 
Budget 48.6 48.6 65.7 114.3 16.7 131.0 12.0 143.0 
3 yr average 43.8 43.8 60.0 103.8 16.2 120.1 12.7 132.8 
         
2010/11 45.3 45.3 60.5 105.8 16.0 121.8 12.4 134.2 
2009/10 44.1 44.1 66.9 111.0 17.3 128.3 11.5 139.8 

Costs         

Maintenance / 
General 
Expenditure 

       

13.5 
Contribution to 
National Trust 

       
4.7 

Staff  
£150 per day 

       
8.5 

Total costs        26.7 
Gross Profit        97.7 
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Note -  figures for Housesteads include income from Annual / 3 year passes  

2011/12 = £800 
# Car park charges increased to £3.00 

 

6. Summary 

 
The overall performance against net car park income budget was a £12,500 under-
recovery. The net budget and actual results consist of the income from tickets, less 
expenditure on commission payable to the National Trust; and expenditure to maintain / 
replace the ticket machines. The cost of staff is not included in this calculation.  

 
The change in pricing structure and an exceptional visitor year due to people choosing to 
holiday at home during 2009 significantly helped in achieving the increase in gross 
revenue from £110,900 in 2008/09 to £160,500 in 2009/10, a total gross increase of 
£49,600.  In 2010/11 adverse weather during July and August effected income from the 
car parks and revenue fell from the high of 2009/10 to £157,700 for that year.  Note the 
comparative figures are being discussed in gross terms to show the increase or 
decrease in sales without the fluctuating VAT rate applicable in year distorting the trend.   

 
At the time of budget setting for 2011/12 there was confidence that car park income 
would perform at least to 2010/11 levels for the coming year.  In addition it was projected 
that increased capacity at Housesteads delivered through the ‘spend to save’ project 
would provide additional income from peak periods.  In summary car parks were 
identified to achieve ticket revenue before costs of £143,000 during 2011/12. 
 
Table 1 shows the 2011/12 income in quarter 1 and quarter 4 was close to or 
outperformed the average revenue however a number of external factors including poor 
weather and the economic down turn severely affected income from the car parks during 
the peak period in quarter 2 and quarter 3 when income was well below the average. A 
rise in fuel costs had a particular adverse influence over the number of day visits to 
Hadrian’s Wall with a marked drop in income at Housesteads.  The increase in Value 
Added Tax to 20% also had a significant effect on net income.   
 

5 year Car Park Income and Profit Comparison 

Table 2 2007/08 2008/09 #2009/10  2010/11 2011/12 Diff 

 £ £ £ £ £ over year 

Brocolitia 1,736 2,878 4,799 4,721 5,454 733 

Housesteads 61,591 59,956 82,151 79,036 70,337 -8,699 

Steel Rigg 11,335 11,933 19,466 19,856 20,900 1,044 

Once 
Brewed 

5,972 6,930 11,861 10,880 9,285 
-1,595 

Cawfields 4,725 5,267 9,145 8,457 8,234 -223 

Walltown 5,954 4,759 9,579 9,078 7,829 -1,249 

Alwinton 135 2,634 2,533 2,207 2,384 177 

Total 91,448 94,357 139,534 134,235 124,423 -9,812 

Costs / 26,700 33,600 31,000 26,700 -4,300 

Profit / 67,657 105,934 103,235 97,723 -5,512 

Total Gross 107,451 110,869 160,464 157,726 149,308 -8,418 

Rate of VAT 17.5% 17.5% 15% 17.5% 20%  
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In addition delays in the ‘spend to save’ project affected additional income however 
Table 2 above shows a severe drop in revenue at Housesteads bringing into question 
whether additional income would have been realised if increased capacity had been 
provided.    
 
Even with the up-turn in the final quarter of the year there was an overall £18,600 deficit 
on projected revenue.  With costs that include the contribution to the National Trust, staff 
costs and general maintenance overall profit for 2011/12 was £97,700 compared to 
£103,200 in 2010/11 a reduction of £5,500 
 

7. Conclusion 
 

There is a detailed action plan in place to achieve a cost-neutral budget for the “Visitor 
Infrastructure” budget by 2013/14 through embedded savings and increased income 
totalling £42,900.  To date £13,000 embedded savings and income have been secured 
however income from car parks contributes substantially to achieving cost-neutral 
status.  
 
In 2011/12 there was a substantial shortfall in projected revenue due to bad weather, 
recession and rising fuel costs severely affecting peak period visits to Hadrian’s Wall 
and a significant rise in Value Added Tax effecting net income.  Through managing on-
costs impact on profit was reduced however there was still a substantial shortfall 
compared against profits from the year before. 
 
Levels of income for 2012/13 have been set at £125,000 taking account of the 10% 
shortfall in 2011/12 and the continuing financial climate.  The enforcement scheme will 
continue to be implemented during 2012/13 however the scheme will be monitored and 
reviewed to ensure the levels of non compliance merit the resource needed to 
implement the scheme.   
 
We are working closely with our Property Service Level Agreement provider to identify 
opportunities for increasing income from our recreational sites however if there is not an 
up-turn in the economic climate and a rise in day visitors to Hadrian’s Wall a cost-neutral 
budget for Visitor Infrastructure is increasingly dependent on an increase to car park 
charges.  In a time of recession and rising fuel cost it is imperative that any increase in 
parking charges is planned and the timing is right so as not to be counterproductive to 
attracting people and reasserting visitor numbers to the National Park. 

 

 

Contact Officer: 
For further information contact Derek Proudlock, Head of Operations on 01434 611505 or e-
mail: derek.proudlock@nnpa.org.uk 
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2011/12 NATIONAL PARK CENTRES TRADING REPORT 
 

For Information   
This report provides a summary of the trading operation for the financial year 2011/12 

 

Background 
 
The Authority’s trading operation provides part of the integrated visitor service currently 
delivered through the National Park Centres at Once Brewed, Rothbury and Ingram. 
Merchandise at the centres is specifically tailored to each site and includes souvenirs, a 
wide range of books and other useful published information about the National Park, 
Ordnance Survey maps and guidebooks. The centres also offer locally produced goods and 
branded clothing. Due to income generation being outweighed by the staff cost of providing 
stocktaking and invoicing the decision was taken to cease trading via the National Park 
Information Points.  

A limited selection of stock is sold through the Authority’s on-line store. A cost benefit 
analysis of trading in this manner will be undertaken in 2012/13 taking into account factors 
such as web-site updates and the loss of the Visitor Centre Manager post at the end of the 
financial year. If the on-line shop continues to trade, procedures will need to be put in place 
to maintain the service. 

The Authority’s trading operation is subject to the same influences experienced by other 
retailers especially those serving the tourism industry, including factors such as the weather 
conditions and the general economic downturn.  These external influences were not always 
fully understood and so in recent years the Authority has looked to work more closely with 
partners and in particular to bench mark performance against other similar operational 
providers.  See Table 3.  

The Authority has accepted in the past that the valued service offered by the Visitor Centres 
comes with a net cost and the operational costs are continually reviewed and where 
possible improvements and efficiencies are made.  As part of the Budget Reduction 
Programme the decision was taken by the Authority in January 2011 to seek to find 
alternative means of delivering visitor centre services at Rothbury and Ingram by 2013. 

Analysis of 2011/12  

Visitor numbers at the National Park Centres were disappointingly low and continued the 
trend of reduced visitor numbers in the previous year.  This is due to a number of factors 
including the weather, lack of a regional tourism marketing campaign and not least the 
challenging economic climate.   

The spend-per-person figures have been varied throughout the season with spend by 
families in the main holiday period being maintained, resulting in the final figure being only 
slightly down over last year however figures show a slow downward trend over a three year 
period from a high in 2008/09. See Table 2. The sale of merchandise reflects the poor visitor 
numbers and is down against the previous year’s figures and projected budgets.  See Table 
1.  

Staffing and support costs have been reduced from last year however an increase in 
property costs due to refurbishment of the toilets at Once Brewed and the reduction in gross 
profit has resulted in increased net costs.  There has been a marked drop in winter visitor 
numbers, down 46% and sales, down 63% against the three year trend at the Coquetdale 
Centre in Rothbury.  This could be the influence of major building and repair work being 
undertaken during that period.   
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There was an under-recovery against gross profit budgeted of £12,300. The third quarter 
budget update forecast under-recovery of £7,700, and the results were in line with this until 
the necessary year end accounting entries were undertaken to reflect the sale of items in 
stock at the beginning of the year. Although this results in a further under-recovery against 
the budget of £4,500, this is in line with the strategy to reduce stock in the current context of 
the transfer or closure of two of the Visitor Centres (Table 5).  

Table 1  - Overall costs 

 
 2011/12 2010/11 Variance 

against 

previous 

year 

Notes 

Sales 

 

£54,351 £66,227 -17.9% % of total sales = Once Brewed 57%, 
Rothbury 13%, Ingram 29% and 
Eastburn 1% 

Cost of Sales £33,307 £38,494 -13.5%  

Gross Profit £21,044 £27,733 -24%  

Cost of Visitor 

Centre Staffing 

(50%) 

£35,494 £35,775 

 

50% of VC time allocated trading and 
50% to provision of advice 
information 

Other Costs 

(allocated) 

£22,223 £24,496 
 

Includes 50% of VC Manager and 
estimates of Finance Manager and 
Finance Officer’s time 

Property Costs 

(share) 

£7,687 £3,195 

 

Costs have increased partly due to 
the toilet block being refurbished at 
Once Brewed. % share of costs for 
each centre OB 25%, Roth 25%, Ing 
33%  

Net Costs -£44,361 -£35,733 

 

Calculation of net cost does not 
include support from other members 
of staff nor for recharges and other 
admin overheads. No charge has 
been shown for depreciation of 
buildings and fixtures 

Visitor Numbers 92,998 109,926 -15.3%  

Spend per person 58p 60p 
 

Once Brewed = 78p, Rothbury = 50p, 
Ingram = 65p 

 

Table 2 - Spend per person over 5 years 
 
Year 2011/12 2010/11 2009/10 2008/09 2007/08 

Spend per person 58p 60p 68p 70p 67p 

 

Table 3  - Comparison with other providers 

 

Location Visitor Numbers Trading 

Exmoor NP -4% -3.6% 

Yorkshire Dales NP -6.7% -5% 

North York Moors NP -4.5 -8% 

NNP -15.3% -17.9% 

Kielder Water Tower Knowe  -22% n/a 

Housesteads  n/a -21% 

 
The table above shows a comparison with other National Parks and local attractions.  
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Table 4 - Stock Write off 

 
2010/11 Cost 

Price 

Number in 

stock 

Value 

Borderland Castles and Peels £4.55 8 £36.40 

Gwen Ridley Cards £0.60 4 £2.40 

Camera Batteries KRC2 £3.05 1 £3.05 

NP Bookmarks £0.40 1080 £432.00 

TOTAL   £473.85 
 

Table 4, shows residual stock items that have been written off.  Bookmarks have not been 
selling and will now be used as promotional merchandise at shows and for educational days.  

 

Table 5 - Movement in stock levels. 
 

Category Opening Stock 
Closing Stock 

 

Increase/ 

(Decrease) 

Confectionery £249 £359 £110 

Books £1,739 £727 (£1,012) 

Maps £4,000 £3,251 (£749) 

Souvenirs £10,811 £8,653 (£2,158) 

Clothing £3,974 £3,327 (£647) 

TOTAL £20,773 £16,317 (£4456) 

 
Table 5 demonstrates we are taking steps to reduce general and site specific stock items in 
preparation for the outsourcing of two of the centres at the end of the season.  

 

Summary 
The generally unfavourable economic situation combined with poor summer weather and 
reduced regional marketing has undoubtedly affected the Authority’s trading operation 
during 2011/12. High fuel costs during the year have had a major impact on visitor numbers, 
especially day visitors with transport costs a major decisive factor over where to visit and the 
distance prepared to travel.   
 
These external factors are known to have affected other organisations and local attractions 
as shown in table 3. Closest comparison in the family of National Parks can be made with 
Yorkshire Dales National Park and North York Moors National Park whose figures show a 
downturn of 6.6% and 4.5% in visitor numbers and between 5% and 8% in trading.  This 
mirrors a similar downward trend however not to the extent of down turn experienced in 
Northumberland.   
 
Looking at local attractions there has also been a substantial fall in visitor numbers at Tower 
Knowe which mirrors the influence of rising fuel costs over the choice of destination.  
Housesteads has experienced a greater decline in trading than ourselves verifying the poor 
visitor spend on Hadrian’s Wall.  National Trust staff have indicated other National Trust 
properties such as Cragside and Wallington, who have the capacity to undertake sizable 
regional and national marketing campaigns and stage large scale events have gone against 
the downward trend.  However the closure due to increasing running costs and a significant 
drop in income of the farm shop at Wallington and the National Trust high street shop in 
Hexham is another example of the difficult trading conditions over the last two years.  
 
An improvement to the Authority’s management of its trading operation over recent years 
and of its visitor centres in general has helped to reduce the financial impact however it is 
unfortunate that at a time when the Authority has set a course to find alternative means of 
delivering visitor services that due to external influences net costs have increased over 
2011/12.  


